


PIQ is an acronym for the Personal Insight Questions
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PIQ Purposes:
• Allows students to express who they are, what matters to them and what they 

want the UC to know
• Provides context for selection, scholarships, gaps in education, etc.
• Allows the student to tell their own experiences…We want to hear it!
• Most UC campuses don’t conduct interviews or accept letters of 

recommendation—this is the student’s opportunity to self-advocate

Every campus uses the information differently: some for financial aid/scholarships; 
some for selection; some for both scholarship and admission selection.

Beyond academics or what is already listed on the application, allows students to 
express who they are, what matters to them, and what they want UC to know

Keep in mind that most students who apply to the UC are already academically 
selective, so we are looking for students to go beyond that. Context is key in the UC 
application because we are not comparing student to student, we are looking at each 
student’s individual experiences and environment.



It’s important to note these are Personal Insight Questions, not essay prompts. We are not looking for 

thesis statements or topic sentences. Rather, we seek focus and clarity; a direct response to the 

question. 

These responses are not read for style or grammar, though proofreading helps. Aligning with the 14 

comprehensive review factors helps UC understand the full context of the student, including personal 

background, personal characteristics, their school, the environment at home, and their community. 



Notice that the questions state “you” and “your” so the responses should be “I” and 
“my”.

There are a variety of topics within the questions.  We encourage that students 
answer the question that provides the most context.  

Students should respond to the question that they are asked as directly as possible. 
Thorough reading of the questions will give students guidance on what to include in 
their responses. 



Students who address one specific experience or example across all four questions 
may not be providing thorough context. We would encourage students to address 
separate experiences/examples in each response, if possible.

Please encourage students to avoid exaggeration, as students may be randomly
selected to verify parts of their application.

Students should discuss recent events, or events that may have happened in their 
past that continue to impact them in their daily academic or home life. Students 
should only discuss past events as they are relevant to their current situation. 
Understanding who the student is and what the student is doing now will help us 
better understand the kinds of contributions, talents, interests, and abilities that 
student might bring to the campus. 



Best Practices: 
Recommend having students have multiple people read their responses: one a 
person they know, another person from a class or club that don’t know well, and an 
English teacher review (English teacher for grammar only, not style!) 

Encourage the use of one or two concrete, specific examples in the response to show 
us what students are trying to convey. Students should avoid descriptive, general 
language in favor of speaking in detail about their experiences. 



These are among the most common elements of responses that often lead to missed opportunities:

• Acronyms: Don’t assume that the reader is familiar with your acronym.

• Quotations: Space is limited, and we would rather hear the student’s thoughts and words

• Philosophy: These responses should be direct rather than abstract and philosophical

• Creative writing: Poems, cliches, or haikus are less helpful in this type of writing; we want the
student to write about their creativity rather than submitting a creative writing sample 

• Titles: Re-stating prompts takes away from available word count so students do not need to do so

• Flowery language:  We want to hear the students everyday voice, so students should use language 
that reflects who they are

• Story Telling/Scene Setting – Students should be direct and intentional rather than descriptive 

• Jokes and Sarcasm - Everyone has a different sense of humor, and a reader may not understand or 
agree with the student’s humor
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This student is able to provide an insightful response on what it means to be a leader 
and connect it back to their experience as a martial arts instructor. 

“However, I realized that it is my duty to earn the respect of the students who 
are older than I am, but of a lower rank. I work diligently to earn my students' 
respect by keeping a positive attitude and by helping them with any confusion 
they experience. I learned the values of building relationships with other 
people who may differ from me physically, mentally, and ethically.”

The student is clear and concise so it’s easy to understand the message they’re trying 
to convey. 

They also feel genuine and demonstrate their growth through the experience of 
being both a student and an instructor. 

“Through the unique experience of teaching at a young age, I learned to 
become a hard working and heedful student that can capitalize on viewing 
multiple perspectives.”
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The connection of music to problem-solving is not as clear and we didn’t get a 

strong sense of the importance of music in their life as a creative outlet.

This PIQ response is more of an expository writing piece on the process of 

what it takes to be a musician, the dedication and steps necessary in 

preparing for performance. 
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This applicant made sure she was the focus of her story. As she faced prejudice and 
bias, she learned not only to stand up for herself, but for other marginalized people 
as well. We see growth over time, a sense of responsibility and leadership 
characteristics.  This statement is not cluttered by quotes, sayings or lyrics. It is 
genuine, succinct and purposeful.  
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This student is vague throughout their answer. We want students to be specific and 
always tie it back to them. We also tell students to refrain from using quotations as it 
does not have additive value and can waste their word count.
The student has a point that they are trying to make, but it does not become clear 

until more than halfway through their response. There isn’t enough content about 
them being a first generation student to help us understand what that experience 
was like for that student. It would have been more helpful for this student to have 
focused more on themselves and their experience being first gen instead of giving us 
vague examples and referring to others in the beginning of their response.
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The introduction synthesizes what the response will be about in one sentence.

The reader learns about the student’s upbringing and how it’s shaped them in a way 

that is clear and specific. This gives strong value by adding more context that we did 

not get anywhere else in the application. The student focused on depth of the topic 

instead of breadth.

The student draws from two very different and contradictory experiences that 

challenged the applicant’s thinking and helped inspire their future goals, but was 

clear and coherent in their response. 

The ability of the student to draw parallels between contrasting experiences added 

value as well. 
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This applicant definitely does not lack confidence and knows how to talk about 
themselves. This is an example of a strong voice. 

However, this student included too many ideas and examples which overwhelmed 
the response. It is hard for  a reader to follow what the student wants us to know 
about themselves. Choosing one or two specific examples of how they are a “stand-
out candidate would add more context and help us to understand this individual. 

This is also a good example of how grammar and spelling will not affect our 
admissions decision, but it does hinder us from understanding the applicant 
completely. 
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• There are two optional additional comments sections, one after the academic 
section and the second after the PIQs.

• The academic comments should be used to explain gaps in education, 
curricular choices, repeated grades, and term definitions. This section is 
intended to give us insight into the academic history of the student that is 
not made clear in the coursework section. 

• This is an opportunity to add additional information that has not been mentioned 
anywhere else on the application, but these are NOT to be viewed as two 
additional responses. 

• Students can input information however they wish, bullet points, short sentences, 
short paragraphs, so long as they can give us more information to help us 
understand the student and their experiences.

• Students may choose to include a short comment about a specific honor or award, 
include a research abstract from their own work, or clarify a work or volunteer 
experience. These are just a few examples, but students can use this section to tell 
us something about themselves and their experience that doesn’t fit anywhere 
else on the application or that needs clarification that doesn’t require an entire 
PIQ response to answer. 
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